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The speed and spread of 
Coronavirus has made 2020 one 
of the most challenging years 
in living memory. Its devastating 
impact has been felt by many, 
with businesses having to 
readjust their way of working, 
individuals adapting to lost 
income and families and friends 
being unable to meet each 
other. The JIB has done its best 
to support and engage with our 
members and their employees 
and protect the sector through 
these difficult times. Since 
March we hosted a series of 
Coronavirus webinars which 
saw nearly 1,000 delegates 
attending, looking for clarity, 
information and insights that 
they could act on swiftly. Speed 

and responsiveness were key as 
the advice and information was 
changing minute by minute – 
this fast-moving environment 
saw the JIB respond in equal 
measure, by tailoring advice for 
the sector and providing clear 
interpretations on the actions 
that were needed. 

In addition to this the JIB has 
endeavoured to continue with 
a ‘business as usual’ approach, 
succeeding in making some 
major breakthroughs and key 
appointments that we believe 
will be of great benefit to our 
members in both the near 
and long term future. This has 
included the development of a 
comprehensive Business Plan for 

the JIB. The aim of this is to build 
on our longer-term strategic 
priorities of raising employment 
standards, achieving significant 
business growth and creating 
a safer built environment. 
This Annual Review serves as 
a summary of some of our 
achievements in these areas 
during 2020.

We must now look 
forward to 2021; the JIB 
will remain committed to 
supporting its members with 
increased engagement and 
communication.

Jay Parmar
Chief Executive

JIB member TClarke carried out vital work 
at the NHS Nightingale Hospital in Exeter

A note from the 
Chief Executive

12,000 employees 
in the JIB agreement

Supports over 
600 members with

£3bn turnover



Member Support and Parties’ 
Response to Covid-19
Since the Government announced a 
UK wide lockdown in March due to the 
unprecedented nature and scale of the 
Covid–19 pandemic the JIB has worked 
hard to support its members. 

The signatory parties to the JIB, 
ECA and Unite, agreed to a range 
of Temporary Arrangements for 
the JIB Agreement. The Temporary 
Arrangements for the JIB agreement 
were first announced on 24th March 
when the parties recognised the 
need for clear and decisive action to 
support the industry and its workforce. 
The electrical industry was the first to 
act in helping companies access this 
vital Government support at a time 
when sites were closing, and jobs 
would have been at risk. 

This temporary flexibility to access 
the Job Retention Scheme, the 
introduction of a Temporary Furlough 
Benefits Credit and the Temporary 
Arrangements for JIB Rule 16 were 
extended through to Saturday 
31st October 2020 (when the 
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme 
was due to end). The National Board 
subsequently extended this to 31st 
March 2021. The temporary suspension 
of National Working Rule 16 to allow 
furloughed employees (including 
apprentices) to use their electrical skills 
to good effect, including performing 
socially valuable voluntary work was 
first announced on 5th May.  

In addition to the temporary changes 
to the JIB Agreement, a comprehensive 
package of measures was put in place 
to support the need of JIB members 
for guidance and advice. This included 
establishing a dedicated Coronavirus 
Hub on the JIB website which has been 
regularly updated with information 
provided from the Government, other 
official sources and decisions made 
through a dedicated Project Group 
set up by the parties. This saw almost 
9,000 visitors to the Coronavirus Hub 
to access this information and support 
from the JIB. In meeting this demand 

for information, the JIB has also 
dealt with over 2,000 calls; sent out 
newsletters and hosted eight webinars 
which attracted over 1,000 attendees 
and led to lively debate on a variety 
of topics. The JIB has also utilised the 
ability of social media to engage with a 
wider audience reaching over 10,000 
people via the LinkedIn page and more 
than 6,000 Twitter followers

This increase in activity has helped the 
JIB to ensure that members have been 
kept up to date with all of the latest 
information and many members have 
provided very positive feedback on 
the support they have received during 
the crisis. The JIB team is committed 
to continuing to provide this level of 
information, guidance and support to 
companies, operatives and apprentices 
over the coming months and into 2021.

 JIB membership helps us to stand out as a quality employer and the JIB benefits package 
demonstrates to our people and the outside world that we value them. The JIB brings stability 
to the industry by implementing good work practices and setting standards.

Nick Woollacott, Labour Manager, Boulting Ltd 

MEMBER FOCUS

Almost 9,000 visitors to  
the Coronavirus Hub page  

on the JIB website

Top 3 reasons given for 
companies joining the JIB:
l	JIB membership is seen 

as the mark of a quality 
employer

l	JIB employment terms 
provide an efficient  
HR solution

l	JIB Benefits Scheme

FACTBOX

FACTBOX

RECOVERY PLAN
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RAISING EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

Network Infrastructure 
Industry ECS Cards

industry’s desire to professionalise the 
sector and to meet the Construction 
Leadership Council’s move to ensure 
that all CSCS partnered cards are 
issued against a formal industry 
recognised qualification standard in 
place by the end of 2020.

Martin Smith, International Lead 
– Network Infrastructure at CNet 
Training, said: “We’ve been working 
with the ECA, ECS and industry 
stakeholders for several years 
to further professionalise the 
Network Infrastructure Industry. The 
introduction of the new card structure 
adheres to Government guidelines 
regarding qualification levels and best 
practice and is a big step forward in 
ensuring we have a suitably skilled 
and qualified workforce, something 
that as a critical utility, we should have 
achieved some time ago.

“This follows the introduction of the 
Network Cable Installer Apprenticeship, 
meaning that for the first time we 
have defined educational routes 
for both new starters and existing 
workforces. We are proud to have 
been involved in both projects and feel 
they are great examples of what can 
be achieved with meaningful industry 
collaboration. We are now working on 
future Government linked initiatives to 
further professionalise the industry and 
support the people within it.”

An Occupational Qualification 
Structure has been developed 
by The Network Infrastructure 
Industry working group formed of 
trade associations and employer 
representatives with an industry 
consultation. The structure aligns 
with the future of the Network 
Infrastructure Industry and addresses 
the fragmented skills within the current 
workforce. The Network Infrastructure 
Industry covers the installation of 
data cabling, hardware and software 
systems and other devices that enable 
computing and communication 
between users, services and other 
networked applications. The area was 
previously known as Datacomms 
but due to the changed nature of 
the sector is now referred to as 
network infrastructure. Following 
the launch of the Network Cable 
Installer Apprenticeship standard an 
occupational qualification structure 
leading to a relevant ECS card has 
been developed. Whilst the benchmark 
for new entrants into the network 
infrastructure industry has been set at 
Level 3, a route which can recognise 
differences in training, experience or 
qualifications for those already in the 
industry has been developed, therefore 
recognising a minimum standard 
for those who install and maintain 
data network infrastructure systems. 
These changes have been brought in 
to further the network infrastructure 

MEMBER FOCUS
 Gratte Brothers have been proud and valid members of the JIB for over 50 years and one 

crucial element that the JIB and Gratte Brothers have in common is the relentless pursuit of 
quality and professionalism. Gratte Brothers are committed to providing outstanding service 
delivery to our clients and customers, being in the JIB complements that perfectly because the 
JIB members and membership is recognised as a mark of quality across the sector.

Gratte Brothers

Cabling and 
Jointing Sector
Following extensive work by the JIB, 
Cabling and Jointing Committee, ECA 
and Unite the Union, we were pleased 
to announce a new industrial relations 
agreement for the Cabling Sector that 
was agreed in December 2019. This 
new Cable Agreement allowed 
further work to be completed on the 
introduction of new ECS cards and 
grading for the sector, as well as new 
qualifications and assessment to be 
developed and opened to the market.  

The Agreement, grades and content 
for the qualification and assessment 
were created from working with 
cabling and jointing contractors, 
the ECA, the union’s M&E Combine, 
shop stewards committees and Unite 
officers through the JIB Cabling and 
Jointing Committee.  

EAL announced the launch of a new 
NVQ Level 3 certificate for Cabling and 
Jointing in September following this 
work by the JIB Cabling and Jointing 
Committee to develop recognised 
qualification routes in the sector. The 
EAL L3 Certificate in Power Supply and 
Distribution Cabling is an occupational 
qualification for learners who work in 
the electrotechnical industry carrying 
out either power supply distribution 
cabling or cable jointing and require 
a formal qualification to facilitate 
progression to becoming industry 
recognised in their role. 

All companies can now apply for 
Cabling and Jointing cards through the 
Employer Portal. This is free to use and 
any discounts for member companies 
will be automatically applied to your 
account. Full information on ECS cards 
for the sector are included on the ECS 
website. 
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RAISING EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

MEMBER FOCUS

ECS announces route to 
Registered Electrician status 
for military personnel
In September, ECS announced that 
Defence Awarding Organisation 
electrical military qualifications for the 
Corps of Royal Engineers would form 
a route to an Installation Electrician 
occupation and ECS Registered 
Electrician status.

The quality of training provided by the 
Royal School of Military Engineering 
(RSME) to the Royal Engineers at 
Chatham in Kent is extremely high, 
with personnel typically spending a 
minimum of five a half years in the 
Corps, inclusive of training to become 
artisan tradespeople in their relevant 
engineering specialism.  

However, military qualifications have 
rarely, if ever, been fully recognised 
outside the armed forces, with many 
candidates having to undertake 
additional civilian vocational 
qualifications once they have made 
the transition from military life. 
The JIB, National Electrotechnical 
Training (NET), Electrical Contractors 
Association (ECA) and Unite the Union 
worked with the Royal Engineers at 
Chatham to map these worthwhile 
and valuable qualifications into the 
electrical industry, for equivalence to 
the established National Occupational 
Standards and industry criteria.

Qualifications undertaken through the 
Royal Engineers for electrotechnical 
studies and practice culminate in the 
awarding of Level 3 or Level 4 Diplomas 
in Electrotechnical Studies and Practice 
(Military Engineering). An AM2 end point 
assessment is also required. Furthermore, 
upon completion personnel achieve 
continuing professional development 
qualifications for inspection and testing, 
and BS 7671: 2018 through City & Guilds. 

The Ministry of Defence has established 
the Ofqual approved Defence Awarding 
Organisation (DAO) to award vocational 
qualifications to armed forces personnel, 
helping individuals to gain this valuable 
recognition, and as such the Royal 
School of Military Engineering were able 
to work with the JIB to gain recognition 
through ECS. Industry and employers 
value the skills, work ethic and 
organisation of those who have been 
in the military. This is why ECS cards 
awarded to those who qualify through 
this route will be recognised with ‘HM 
Forces Trained’ on the reverse of their 
ECS card. 

For personnel who trained prior to the 
introduction of vocational qualifications 
through the DAO, the industry has the 
Experienced Worker Assessment (EWA) 
which includes facility for industry 
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) for 
training via HM Forces routes. 
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The JIB has  
more than  

10,000 followers 
on Linkedin

  
More than 6,000 

followers on 
Twitter

More than 
144,000 

visitors to the 
JIB website

FACTBOX

FACTBOX

 We have found the support and advice available from the JIB team combined with a 
comprehensive benefits package invaluable. If you look after your people, they will look after 
the business and the JIB agreement is a clear demonstration that we look after them.

Premier Electrical Services
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JIB REGISTERED

ECS team field 
approximately  
2,000 calls per 

week and receive an 
average of 80 emails 

per day

More than 99% of  
all applications  

ECS Card applications 
are completed online

Over £22,000  
paid out in  

Skills Development 
Fund last year - 

£150,000 overall

More than 250 
companies 

signed up to 
ECS Check in 

2020 - representing 
over $40bn revenue 

and more than 
400,000 people 

globally

Over 89,000 downloads 
of the JIB Handbook

175,000 ECS Cards 
registered in the UK

More than  
30 newsletters 

sent out 

On average 1,400 
ECS applications 

received on a weekly 
basis with majority 

being turned around 
within 2 weeksMore than 

4,500 visitors to 
the coronavirus job 
retention scheme 

webpage

Handbook

APPLICATION

65 signed 
Construction 

charters

KEY STATISTICS
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BUSINESS GROWTH

New Chair of ECS 
Steering Committee

with representatives from Unite, ECA, 
SELECT, IET, Electrical Safety First and 
the HSE. This combined strength is a 
testament to the importance which is 
placed on the ECS and relevance of the 
decisions made by the committee to 
support the overarching objectives. 

Phil said: “‘I am delighted to take up 
the role as Chair of the ECS Steering 
Committee and I look forward to 
working with the committee to continue 
to creatively develop the strategy that 
will deliver the ECS plan and more. I am 
keen to ensure that the safety of the built 
environment is at the heart of everything 
we do.”

The Electrotechnical Certification 
Scheme (ECS) was delighted to appoint 
Phil Wilbraham as the new Chair of its 
Steering Committee in August 2020. Mr 
Wilbraham replaced Newell McGuiness, 
who took on the role of Chair in 2018.

Phil previously worked for Heathrow 
Airport for over 17 years where he led 
the completion of T2, T5, and delivering 
Heathrow’s third runway. Phil was 
previously Director of Civil Engineering 
with TPS Consult, where he was involved 
in private and public-sector schemes 
from feasibility stage through to design, 
construction and completion. He has 
also worked both overseas and in the 
UK as a civil engineer for DHV and Mott 
MacDonald.

The ECS Steering Committee sets 
the strategic direction, maintains and 
develops the training, qualification and 
occupational competence standards 
for individual certification across a 
range of disciplines. Representatives 
on the committee come from a range 
of organisations spanning the entire 
electrotechnical industry, including 
contractors and electricians together 

Sir Brendan Barber joins JIB National Board 
and chairs Major Contractors’ Committee 
Sir Brendan Barber, 
former General 
Secretary of the United 
Kingdom’s Trades 
Union Congress 
(TUC), became the 
new Chair of the 
Major Contractors’ 
Committee (MCC) and 
joined the JIB National 
Board as a Public 
Interest Member.

Sir Brendan Barber 
spent most of his working life at the 
TUC, joining in 1975 and retiring at 
the end of 2012 having served the last 
10 years as General Secretary. From 
2014 to the middle of 2020 he was 
Chair of the Advisory, Conciliation 
and Arbitration Service (Acas). He has 
served on a number of other public 
bodies including the Commission 
on Employment and Skills and was 
a member of the Court of Directors 
of the Bank of England from 2003 
to 2012. He has also served on the 
boards of Transport for London and 
Openreach.

Established by the 
Electrical Contractors’ 
Association (ECA) and 
Unite the Union, the JIB 
MCC exists to provide a 
forum for multi-service 
contractors to discuss 
issues of mutual concern 
with Unite the Union. The 
focus of issues discussed 
will pay particular attention 
to employment practices 
and skill levels across the 
workforce, at the same 

time seeking to support growth and 
respond to external challenges.

Commenting on his new position, 
Sir Brendan said: “It is an honour and 
a privilege to be taking on this role 
and I would like to thank the JIB for 
welcoming me on to the National 
Board. I have huge admiration for the 
work the JIB and its members do in 
improving competence and standards 
for the industry and I hope that I can 
use my background and experience in 
my new role as Chair of the MCC and 
assist the JIB in its efforts to continue 
effecting positive change.”

Sylvia 
Cashman  
joins JIB 
National 

Board
Sylvia Cashman, formerly of 
Heathrow Airport Limited, 
joined the JIB National Board 
as a Public Interest Member 
in April. Sylvia previously 
worked at Heathrow for over 
40 years, where she held the 
role of Construction Industrial 
Relations Director since 2018 
and led the industrial relations 
agenda at Heathrow for its 
Capital programmes since 
2000.

Commenting on her new 
position, Sylvia said: “It is an 
honour to be appointed as 
the first female National Board 
member of the JIB and I am 
delighted to be working with 
Jay Parmar, members of the 
National Board, the Parties, and 
the excellent team at the JIB to 
help enhance and strengthen 
the standards of competence 
and industrial relations within 
the sector. It is a challenging 
time for our industry and I 
look forward to supporting 
the Board in the great work 
which is underway to positively 
contribute to the big issues 
affecting our industry, including 
greater transparency of 
qualifications and skills for 
clients, helping to fill the skills 
shortage by promoting direct 
employment and further 
developing the reputation of 
the industry we represent.”
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SETTING 
THE BAR
A NEW COMPETENCE 
REGIME FOR BUILDING  A SAFER FUTURE

The Final Report of the Competence  
Steering Group for Building a Safer Future
October 2020

The registered holder of this card holdsthe qualifications listed on the reverse

Expiry Date:
Assessed

ECS Check goes from 
strength to strength

Building Safety Bill 
helps JIB Set the Bar

Mace, a global consultancy and 
construction company, has been enjoying 
the system’s benefits, as Nigel Jones, 
Senior M&E Manager, explained: “Mace 
look to continuously improve to remain 
that one step ahead of our competitors 
with innovation and the search for a 
better way – we were therefore delighted 
to be using the new ECS Check service.” 
He added: “Mace teams will be able to 
satisfy themselves that the electrical 
operatives on site are qualified and 
experienced, giving confidence for both 
Mace and their clients that their works 
should be carried out safely by these 
highly skilled operatives.”

Clients and main contractors can also 
use the ECS Check system to promote 
apprenticeships and training; for 
example, by setting required targets for 
apprentices or trainees to be part of the 
workforce. This helps promote social 
and best value in procurement as well as 
allowing clients to specify the expected 
levels of qualification and competency 
for their projects. 

Steering Group and is an 
update on the interim report, 
Raising the Bar, published in 
August 2019. 

New provisions will 
impose a general duty in 
relation to competence of 
persons carrying out any 
work on all buildings to 
ensure compliance with 
the Building Regulations. 
Ensuring the skills, knowledge 
and experience of the 
individual through CSCS and 

Partner Schemes, such as ECS, is an 
important element of this competence 
framework in ensuring the person 
has been trained and assessed to the 

ECS Check, a new free-to-use digital 
system from the Electrotechnical 
Certification Scheme (ECS), allows 
clients, contractors and others to verify 
the ECS card status of electrotechnical 
workers in real-time. 

For over 50 years the JIB has verified 
applicants’ qualifications in order to 
issue them with a card and grading. 
ECS now has more than 175,000 
valid cardholders who have been 
assessed in line with the standards 
set out by industry. Now, via ECS 
Check, the electrotechnical industry 
and its customers have a means to 
conduct their own audits to verify all 
electrotechnical personnel on site 
throughout the supply chain. There 
are already over 250 clients, main 
contractors or electrical contractors 
signed up to access the system such as 
Translink in Northern Ireland, Strabag 
SE, City of Lincoln Council, Derbyshire 
County Council, Mace, Gratte Brothers, 
Atalian Servest and Balfour Beatty 
Kilpatrick.

Since the tragedy of 
Grenfell Tower three 
years ago, work has been 
ongoing to raise standards 
across building safety. 
The JIB has been working 
with industry partners and 
organisations on Working 
Group 2: Installers of the 
Competence Steering 
Groups to assist in this 
process of shaping policy 
and ultimately working 
to improve safety in 
all stages of a buildings 
planning, construction, occupation and 
demolition. Setting the Bar, released 
on 5th October 2020, is the second 
and final report of the Competence 

 28,500 ECS card holders 
with Registered 

Electrician status

ECS Check is available through an 
online portal and smartphone app 
which can be used for verification of 
personnel on site. It complements the 
ECS virtual card which is available to all 
card holders and can also be accessed 
free of charge via a smartphone app.

In helping to promote a safer working 
environment and raise employment 
standards, ECS Check plays an 
important role in establishing the 
highest levels of on-site competency in 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland.

ECS Check is also a Licence to 
Practise system in Northern Ireland 
which is required for public contracts 
in the electrical industry. This gives a 
free to access route for clients and 
contractors.

relevant industry standard. Recognition 
of the role of personnel certification, 
alongside assessing the competency of 
the company, has been a core message 
in this work. Setting the Bar reaffirms this 
commitment to individual qualifications 
and certification schemes. 

Jay Parmar commented: “ECS was 
listed as an exemplar within Dame 
Judith’s original report given the high 
standards which already applied for 
those operating on construction sites 
and we have been working in the 
background to lead in those areas 
where improvements can be made to 
raise the bar on competence. We will 
continue to work with industry to bring 
those sectors without a history of formal 
qualifications up to this important mark 
for training and competence and would 
welcome support from the Ministry 
of Housing, Communities & Local 
Government (MHCLG) and others to 
promote this good work to the wider 
domestic sector.”

FACT
BOX

SAFER BUILT ENVIRONMENT
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SAFER BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Fire, Emergency and Security 
Systems industry unites to 
promote sector skills

MENTAL WELLBEING

the need to recognise the training, 
experience and qualifications of the 
current workforce.

This new pathway recognises the 
differences in training, experience 
and qualifications for those already in 
the industry, which critically identifies 
a minimum standard for those who 
install and maintain fire, emergency 
and security systems.

However, sometimes more support 
is needed, and having some 
counselling support can be a good 
way to help address issues before 
they can materialise into something 
more significant. Via the JIB Benefits 
Scheme, you can take advantage of 
qualified counsellors at Bupa who 
will listen, suggest ways to resolve 
the problem and point you in the 
right direction. The whole process 
is completely confidential.  
Call Bupa Employee Assistance  
free on 0800 269 616.

The Fire, Emergency and Security 
Systems (FESS) industry introduced 
a new Occupational Qualification 
Structure leading to the Electrotechnical 
Certification Scheme (ECS) Card 
recognition, aimed at promoting high 
standards and skills.

The new structure has been developed 
by an industry-wide working group 
formed by leading trade associations 
and employer representatives including 
British Security Industry Association 
(BSIA), FESS Employer Group, Fire 
Industry Association (FIA), Fire & 
Security Association (FSA), SELECT, 
Security Systems and Alarm Inspection 
Board (SSAIB) and the JIB. Uniquely 
recognising the introduction of the 
Fire, Emergency and Security Systems 
(FESS) Trailblazer, the new structure sets 
the standard for new entrants to the 
market at Level 3 whilst also addressing 

Two thirds (66%) of people in the UK 
feel they have no one to talk to when 
it comes to personal conversations on 
topics such as mental health, money 
problems and relationships. When 
asked why, the top reasons were: never 
being able to find the right time, or the 
right place. The construction industry 
also has what could be described 
as a ‘macho’ image, making it hard 
for people to open up their feelings. 
Many people enjoy going to work for 
the purpose it gives them in life, the 
workplace camaraderie and even to take 
their mind off other things. This year in 
particular has therefore been difficult for 
people who have found themselves out 
of work due to lockdown, whether it’s 
because of being made redundant or 
being placed on furlough. Having their 
day-to-day routine suddenly interrupted 
can also place a burden on a person’s 
mental health, which is why the JIB 
strived to keep its members engaged 
with webinars, information and advice to 
help people through this period.

JIB Benefits 
Scheme

PRIVATE MEDICAL
• 48% of JIB claims spend relates 

to musculoskeletal, compared 
with the Bupa average of 31%. 
This probably reflects the 
physical nature of the work.

• The average benefit paid per 
claimant is £5,700.

• Babylon Virtual GP is available 
to all members and provides a 
valuable service when remote 
consultations are in demand: 
https://online.babylonhealth.com/register

FURLOUGH CREDIT
- Over 130 employers have 
benefited from the reduced cost 
temporary furlough credit.

- This facility has been extended 
to March 2021 in line with the 
Job Retention Scheme.

MEMBER SUPPORT: 
 100 disputes 

addressed by way of 
pre-claim conciliation 

and resolved 

Over 2,500 
telephone calls 

Nearly 1,000 
emails handled

FACTBOX

 The value and benefits the JIB offers both companies and individuals are extremely 
important. The terms of the JIB agreement have provided an efficient ‘HR’ solution out of the 
box and all the team know where they stand.

C W Electrical (Div Of Crimewatch Alarms Ltd)

MEMBER FOCUS
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION SUCCESS

Finding solutions to 
everybody’s satisfaction

COVID-19

JIB Agreement, provided to member 
companies, operatives and registered 
apprentices,” explains Sheik Khan, 
Head of Industrial Relations. “We 
are fortunate to work with very 
professional and pragmatic people 
within both the ECA and Unite the 
Union and a lot of our success is down 
to the sensible approach taken at both 
regional and national level. The ability 
to work together to find a solution 
through the JIB procedures is one of 
the great strengths of the JIB and is 
demonstrated through the willingness 
and approaches taken by individuals, 
companies and their representatives.”

This is reflected in the disputes 
statistics for 2020. There were not any 
Dispute Committee hearings in 2020 
and there has only been one hearing in 
the last five years. Indeed, the case that 
went to a hearing led to a review and 
clarification of the National Working 
Rule in question.

This is a testament to the work of the 
JIB’s Industrial Relations Department 
which has put in measures to resolve 

jobs and the JIB has adapted the 
Agreement to show flexibility to tie in 
with the Government’s guidance to 
protect and support employers and 
employees.

The reduction or loss of work 
increases the chances of claims 
being raised through the Disputes 
Procedures (and its pre-claim 
conciliation machinery) as well as 
levels of calls and emails received.

As an independent organisation we 
will continue to try and find solutions 
to both parties’ satisfaction.

One thing is for certain, 2021 will be 
another busy year!

One of the unsung and less visible areas 
of work at the JIB is its role in resolving 
and preventing individual, collective 
and industrial disputes. Whilst other 
areas of work done by the JIB are easily 
measurable (eg. the increases in the 
numbers of companies joining the JIB, 
the number of ECS cards produced etc), 
our role in Industrial Relations is not so 
easily measurable.

A great deal of work happens behind 
the scenes and, for every case we 
settle either formally or informally, both 
employer and employee members 
can be reassured by the approach we 
take in trying to resolve disputes. This 
is no easy feat - taking the heat out of 
situations and trying to find a solution 
to everybody’s satisfaction requires a 
great deal of skill, trust and integrity. 
For people making a claim it is often 
the one and only time they use the 
machinery.

“The JIB has operated a disputes 
resolution facility since it was set up in 
1968 and this free to access procedure 
remains a fundamental aspect of the 

The global pandemic has of course 
had a significant impact. Since the 
lockdown in March 2020, the JIB IR 
team have had to cope with increased 
levels of phone calls and emails as the 
law, guidance and the Government 
position has changed. Whilst the 
JIB has set up its Coronavirus Hub 
webpage, almost every day has 
brought a new scenario to consider!

The CJRS was due to expire on 31st 
October 2020 and this has now been 
extended until 31st March 2021. The 
Government’s focus is upon saving 

 During these unprecedented times at Cuzons we have been pleased with the support that 
the JIB have been able to offer us through the Coronavirus Hub on the JIB website or the advice 
from the JIB team about employment issues.

Mark Holden, Managing Director, Cuzons Ltd

MEMBER FOCUS

cases earlier, through informal 
channels, rather than allowing these to 
escalate and deteriorate to the stage 
where the working relationship has 
broken down and Dispute Hearings or 
the Employment Tribunal claims are 
lodged.

Since the introduction of Pre-Claim 
conciliations in 2013, there have been 
more than 300 claims resolved by the 
JIB and only four Dispute Committee 
Hearings. With the average one-
day Unfair Dismissal claim costing 
over £8,000 where cases reach the 
Employment Tribunal, this represents 
a potential saving to the industry of 
£2.6 million. The JIB is pleased that 
this service continues to be valued and 
utilised by resolving over 100 claims 
received in 2020 and will continue to 
support good industrial relations in the 
electrical industry. 
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MEMBER FOCUS
 We recently joined the JIB primarily because JIB membership has a strong association with 

quality and access to a package of benefits for employees and the company, in particular being 
able to deliver the ECS Health and Safety Assessments on site.

DJW Electrical

 Now more than 13,000 apprentices  
& trainees registered in total

FACT
BOX

STRONG VOICE FOR THE SECTOR
Working with Partners to represent your interests
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